
Devoted Christians often speak of watching for and discerning God’s movements. But what
does seeing God move mean in reality? Are we only projecting events as if they were God’s
will for us, when we should instead stand in awe and shudder? Or do we have some way of
testing our discernment of seeing God move, so that we aren’t just making it up weakly? And if
we can know by some confirmation that God has indeed moved in a way that we discern, then
how does one develop or receive the capacity to do so? Many of us want to see God move. How
does the Bible help us do so?

Here’s a clue. A powerful but curious Bible passage in 2
Samuel 5 recounts David’s battle with the vast Philistine
army, when God told David to attack only when David heard
the sound of marching in the nearby treetops. David obeys
and conquers the Philistines as a consequence. The lazy
reader might think that a peculiar God had just chosen a
peculiar signal for a God movement. Marching in the
treetops? Whatever that means. The materialist reader might

instead construe from the treetops signal some natural cause, like the rising wind concealing the
sound of David’s advancing troop movements. Not bad, but not spiritual. The spiritual reader
might see the treetop wind as the Spirit’s movement, ready to lead David’s troops to victory. But
how does one distinguish natural events so common as rustling treetops from God’s actual
movement?

Consider the deeper patterns behind the rustling treetops. Trees are these great vertical things,
pointing to the firmament home of God’s legions. Look up rather than down, at least
figuratively if not also literally, and you’ll tend to see more of God’s movement. Trees are also
the Bible’s symbols of both decision and life. Adam and Eve consumed fruit from the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil, requiring God to keep them for a time from consuming the fruit
from the tree of life. Life was not to come from man’s disobedient grasp but through the tree on
which Christ died. God would indeed march his legions down that glorious tree of life, the cross
on which we each fall for our own salvation.

The point is that preachers, teachers, and followers of Christ who recognize the ways in which
God moves, vertically, symbolically, in consistent patterns fitting the great gospel narrative, will
always see more of God’s movement. Test the events in your life for how they fit God’s gospel
narrative and cross-centered patterns. Life brings a chaos of data. But God gives us hearts and
minds to draw his rescuing meaning out of that sinking chaos, so that we can see him move,
receive his presence, and revel in his glory. To see God move, draw on the large and small
patterns of creation’s gospel shape. Then you’ll know you are drawing on reality. Christ is
indeed the way, the truth, and the life.


